Assembly of transcription elongation complexes containing the N protein of phage lambda and the Escherichia coli elongation factors NusA, NusB, NusG, and S10.
The transcription antitermination protein, N, of bacteriophage lambda; the Escherichia coli elongation factors NusA, NusB, ribosomal protein S10, and NusG; and a DNA template containing a lambda nut (N-ututilization) site are necessary and sufficient for the highly cooperative formation in vitro of stable transcription complexes containing all five elongation factors. Mutations in the nut site, NusA, or the beta-subunit of RNA polymerase (RNAP) that impair antitermination in vivo also abolish the assembly of a stable complex containing the antitermination factors in vitro. The effects of RNAP mutations on assembly imply that the antitermination factors assemble on the surface of RNAP. We have shown previously that NusA binds directly to transcribing RNAP (Ka approximately 10(7) M-1); Ka = association constant and we show here that S10 also binds directly and specifically to RNAP with an apparent Ka of 10(6) M-1. These observations led to a model for the ordered assembly of the N-modified transcription complex.